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The Expansion & Execution of GST:
A Critical Study under Indian Constitution

Vineeta Hada

Introduction
The Goods and Services Tax (GST) is the favourable development in India’s

indirect tax structure since the financial system began to be opened up 25 years ago,
at last looks set to become reality. The model of GST was first introduced by former
Union Finance Minister P. Chidambaram. Under UPA government by introduce “115th
Constitutional Amendment Bill 2011.” It was unsuccessful to make accord between
Centre and State. After a long time the BJP led NDA government trying to set in
motion the biggest tax alteration expected since 1947. It is expected that a good
system should control income distribution and by the side of make an effort to
generate tax revenue which will hold up government outflow on public services and
development of infrastructure. “This bill permits Centre and State Government
(Including Union Territory) to draft the CGST and SGST Law respectively.”The GST
aims to rationalize the tax assessment in the nation and change a range of indirect
taxes with a particular GST to simplify the tax assessment. It brings benefits to
government and the consumer and the stakeholders of the industries. It will reduce
the cost of goods and services to give a boost to the economy to achieve the social
and economic justice to all the citizens of India. Since GST bill gives an attention as a
tax development it cannot obtain without making appropriate changes in the
constitution of India. Intended for 101st constitution amendment was passed. Hence
some significant changes made in the constitution as are Article 246 (A), Article 269A,
Article 279-A,Changes in the 7th Schedule, Union List, State List.
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GST in other Nations
Internationally about 160 nations has been adopted GST. The very first nation

to apply GST in 1954 was France. The nations recently adopted GST are Seychelles,
Congo, Gambia and Malaysia. Malaysia moved to GST in 2015 after a strong debate
that went on for 26 years. Similar movements have been observed in “Australia and
New Zealand where price rise followed GST rollout.” Canada is another nation than to
India which has a distinct state GST. Price rose after moving to new tax regime in
Canada.
Historical Development of Good and Service Tax in India

Amaresh Baghchi Report- 1994 recommends that the starter of ‘Value Added
Tax (VAT)”will act as cause for action of Goods and Services Tax in India. Again
Ashim Dasgupta, empowered committee 2000 which presents VAT System in 2005
that has changed old age taxation system in India. “The Central Government
announced the GST in Budget 2006-07 would be applicable on 1st April, 2010.”
Unfortunately GST Bill was lapsed in 2014 and was substituted with the Constitution,
122 Amendment Bill 2014. On 14th June, 2016 the Ministry of Finance introduced
Model on GST in public area for views and suggestions. Later on GST Bill was
passed in Lok Sabha in May, 2015 but again could not have passed in Rajya Sabha
due to congress oppose till Dec, 2016. After the consent of president this Bill turns
into “Goods and Services Tax Act 2017.” Finally since a long a waiting GST came into
force from 1 July, 2017.
World Experience to Introduce GST in India

Arvind Subramanian “Chief Economic Advisor (CEA) released a relative study
of GST implementations in December, 2015 in the federal system around the world.”
The report was intensive on the practices of European Union like Brazil, Indonesia,
Canada, China and Australia. Arvind Subramanian found that most of these nations
were in front of severe challenges working with the GST. The construction of charge
for the Goods and Services Tax and Revenue Neutral Rate Subramanian presented a
report by saying “Either they are excessively centralized the sub-federal levels of
economic sovereignty nations like Germany, Austria, and Australia or wherever there
is a double organization they are either directed self-reliantly creating too many
variances in tax rates that fade obedience and make inter-state businesses difficult to
tax nations like Argentina, Brazil and Russia or managed with a bit of harmonization
which decreases these difficulties nations like Canada and India today but does not
left with them."
The Challenges to Introduce GST in India

The “Reserve Bank of India” similarly worked on the GST executions in
various nations and united its results in the report titled “State Finances: A Study of
Budgets of 2016-17” and released in May this year. The “Reserve Bank of India” took
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minutes from the GST practices of Australia, Argentina, Brazil, Russia, Canada,
Malaysia and New Zealand. This has been found faults in all the GST models. The
“Reserve Bank of India” recorded some of the risks that GST may fetch to India as the
source of the global experience in the new taxation rule. The Reserve Bank of India
report said that minor trades may not register as a trader under these report actual
sales dealers may reduce their accountability by overplaying the proportion of lower
tax slabs tax establishments need to guard against dealers who collected tax but were
not forwarded by the government dealers may make false entitlements for
repayments. Discourse in the Meeting with Tax Conclave, “Arun Jaitley the Union
Finance Minister” said about problems would come up once GST was executed and
the GST Council would properly deal with the new difficulties. GST which will change
about a dozen of central and state taxes including local sales tax, excise duty, service
tax, factory-gate, and VAT, is the India’s biggest tax improvement in past 70 years of
self-government and will aid to reform Asia’s third largest economy. At this point is an
expression at the timelines that shaped the “one nation- one tax” system.
Definition of GST

“GST is a tax on goods and services with value adding at each stage
taking inclusive and incessant chain of set of profits from the manufacturers or service
provider’s fact up to the trader’s level where only the final consumer should bear the tax.”
Objectives of GST
 One Nation – One Tax.
 Expenditure based tax as a replacement of Manufacturing.
 Uniform GST Registration, payment and Input tax Credit.
 To remove the flow cause of Indirect taxes on one time operation.
 Consider all indirect taxes at Centre and State Level.
 Decrease tax evasion and duplicity.
 Boost efficiency.
 Reducing economic distortions
 Increase Compliance
 Raise Tax to GDP Ratio and returns.
Scope of GST

GST will shelter all “goods and services” excluding alcoholic liquor for human
intake for the charge of goods and services tax. In the matter of “petroleum and
petroleum products” this has been providing that these goods shall not be matter to
the charge of “Goods and Services Tax” till a date informed on the sanction of the
Goods and Services Tax Council.
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The Two Important Purposes of GST are:
 Uniform Tax Rate: GST shall substitute a number of indirect taxes being

taxed by Central and State Governments.
 Eliminating Flowing Effect: GST is proposed to remove “Tax on Tax Effect”

and offer for collective domestic bazaar for goods and services.
GST: Need for Success in India

In the present phase India’s tax construction is very compound. Whereas seeing
to the global developments and tax construction of developed countries GST is the
need of time. The necessity of GST can more be clarified in the following thoughts:
 Numerous dealings yield the appeal of sales as well as services thus there is

difficulty in defining the nature of deal.
 There are many issues related to definition of sale, service, manufacturing,

valuation etc. these wants to be streamlined.
 Present law has caused in significant number of matters related to

interpretation or various provisions and the category of the products and the
nature of services.

 Management of the union and state and even in different states is different.
 India wants inclusive charge and assortment on both goods and services at

the same rate with the benefit of input credit.
 A modest tax construction can fetch better acquiescence thus growing number

of tax payers.
 GST will confirm competitive rating. Tax paid by end user will get lower in most

cases. Lesser price will aid in improving consumption which is useful to
Corporations.

 The existing state of Indian Economy demands financial merging and
decrease in financial scarcity. A current Report by “CRISIL states that GST is
the nation’s step to attain financial merging.

 The instrument of adding taxes, abatements, exemptions, other benefits are
different in state and centre.

 GST will guarantee increase to exports. When the cost of Manufacture falls in
the local market, Indian Goods and services will be more prices competitive in
overseas markets.

The Key Features of GST Model
 Dual Goods and Service Tax: Central Goods and Service Tax (CGST) and

State Goods and Service Tax (SGST)
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 Computation of GST as the Source of Claim Credit Method: The
accountability under the GST will be demand credit method e.g. Picture credit
will be permitted on the basis of demand issued by the dealers.

 Inter-State Businesses and the IGST Machinery: The Centre would charge
and collect the “Integrated Goods and Services Tax (IGST) on all inter-State
contribution of goods and services. The IGST machinery has been planned to
safeguard unified run of sharing tax credit from one State to another. The inter-
State trader would pay IGST on the trade of his goods to the Central
Government after correcting credit of IGST, CGST and SGST on his trading.”

 Objective-Based utilization Tax: GST will be an objective-based tax. This
will suggests that all SGST composed will generally accumulate to the State
where the consumer of the goods or services sold exist in.

 Goods and Services Tax Network (GSTN): “Goods and Services Tax
Network (GSTN)” together set up by the Union d State Governments will run
shared IT construction and services to the Union and State Governments tax
customers and other investors.

 Input Tax Credit (ITC):ITC for CGST & SGST will be usedfor taxes allowed
against central and state separately.

 GST on Imports: Centre will charge IGST on inter-State supply of goods and
services. Import of goods will be matter to basic customs duty and IGST.

 Management of GST: Management of GST will be the accountability of the
GST Council. GST Council consist of the members of Central and State
ministers in charge of the finance section.

 Goods and Service Tax Council: The GST Council is a combined forum of
the Union and the States. The object of the GST Council is to build
recommendations to the Union and the States on significant issues like
exemption list, tax rates, threshold limits, etc. The quorum of GST council will
comprises by One-half of the total number of member of the Council.

 Upkeep of Records: An exporter or taxpayer would have to keep distinct
details in books of account for consumption or reimbursement of “Input Tax
Credit of CGST, SGST and IGST.”

 Payment of GST: The “CGST and SGST are to be paid in the accounts of the
union and states separately.

Advantages of GST
GST will fetch profit to all stakeholders’ viz. government, citizens and

industries. The profits are considered as:
 Flawless Flow of Credit: GST will help to unified credit across the total

contribution and across all States under a joint tax base.
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 Revenue Gain: GST will help to increase revenue because of broadening the
trader base by catching value adding in the distributive trade and improved
obedience.

 Exclusion of Falling Effect: “Goods & Service Tax” would exclude the falling
effects of taxes on manufacture and supply cost of goods and services. The
elimination of falling effects i.e. tax on tax will considerably recover the
effectiveness of original goods and services in market will lead to
advantageous effect to the GDP growth of the nation. This has been felt that
GST would serve a bigger reason to attain the objective of reform indirect tax
regime in India which can eradicate falling effects in supply chain at near to the
last consumer.

 Zero Rated Exports: Under the GST rule “exports will be nil rated in total
distinct the current system where repay of some taxes is not authorized due to
split character of indirect taxes between the Union and the States. All taxes
paid on the goods or services exported or on the inputs of services used in the
bring in of such export goods or services shall be return.”

 Higher Transparency: GST rule shall improve transparency in the indirect tax
structure and is likely to get losing the cost rises.

 Enlarged Uniformity: Uniform GST rates will decrease the incentive for
evasion by eradicating rate arbitrage between nearby States and that between
intra and inter-State sales. Co-ordination of laws, procedures and rates of tax
will make obedience informal and simple. There would be common definitions,
common forms, and common line through GST portal, resultant in efficacies
and interactions across the board. This will also eliminate compound taxes of
same dealings and inter-State disputes like the ones on entry tax and e-
commerce taxes active these days.

 GST will Lift Indian Exports: Exporters will be enabled by grant of conditional
repay of 90% of their claims in seven days of issue of by-line of their
submission thus following in the lessening of point with respect to cash flows.

 Enlarged Certainty: Common measures for listing of taxpayers, repay of
taxes, common system of classification of goods or services, common tax
base, standardized formats of tax return, along with timelines for every action
will give better faith on tax system.

 Enlarged Digitalization: GST is mainly technology focused. “The line of the
taxpayer with the tax authorities will be through the common portal (GSTN).”
There will be easy and automatic actions for different processes such as tax
payments, returns, filing of refund claims, and registration. All procedures put
on for payment of taxes, filing of refund claims, filing of returns, and
registration would be done online through GSTN. The input tax credit will be
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complete online. Electronic corresponding of input tax credit across India will
make the process more clear and answerable. This will boost a culture of
obedience. This will significantly decrease the human boundary between the
taxpayer and the tax management, leading to quick judgements.

Effect of GST on Indian Economy
 Several tax obstacles such as toll plazas and check posts guide to a group of

waste for perishable things being transported a loss that interpreted in key
costs during advanced need of buffer stocks and warehousing expenditure as
well. A sole tax system can eradicate this barricade for them.

 A single taxation on manufacturers would also turn into a lower final selling
price for the consumer.

 Decrease tax load on manufacturers and foster growth through more
construction. This dual assessment stops manufacturers from manufacturing
to their optimum capacity and hinders growth.

 GST would add to government takings by broadening the tax base.
 GST also eradicates the custom duties relevant on exports. Our keenness in

overseas markets would rise on financial credit for lower cost of business.
 GST delivers credits for the taxes paid by manufacturers earlier in the goods

or service. This would inspire these manufacturers to purchase raw material
from various registered dealers and would carry in further vendors and
suppliers under the purview of taxation.

 The GST rule, which will incorporate most central and state-level taxes is likely
to have a single unified list of discounts or immunities as compared to the
current huge discounts or immunities existing across goods and services.

 Similarly, there will be extra clarity in the system as the clients would make out
that how much taxes they are being imposed and on what basis.
The idea of “Goods and Services Tax” would be an important step in case of

indirect tax reforms in India. By merging a great number of Union and State taxes into
a sole tax, this would lighten cascading or dual tax in chief and cover the way for a
regular market. On the sight of consumers the prime gain would be in relations of
lessening the tax burden on goods and services. Implementation of GST would also
make goods competition in the domestic and international markets. It would be simple
to govern tax structure because of its clear character.
Views from Nations that have Implemented the GST

As the promoters work to construction a better tax world the result of that is
Goods & Services Tax in India, it is still doubtful about its implementation has
efficiently continuous for some years. Even if, India is quiet to see its part of change
around execution of GST one should be cautious of lessons learnt in nations that
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have executed a similar tax rule. All over the world GST has the same idea. In some
countries VAT is the ancillary for GST but ideally it is a resolution based tax on intake
of “goods and services.” Probably the most contrary issue that still needs to be fixed
among the different governance in the world is the GST rate. Some are still worried to
justify an adopted sum structure. Similar to Indian framework the state of Canada that
has the concept of dual GST. While there was strong disobedient at the time of plan of
GST in Canada yet GST persistent even with the opposition. The Government of
Canada has been basically driven in the way of decreasing the GST rate many times
after post execution for the sustenance. At the same time few nations have increased
the tax very soon after execution of GST. Most of the conflicting matter that still needs
to be set among the different specialists in the world is the GST rate. The
aforementioned is highly related in the India framework where once income neutral
rate was advised at 28% and now convincingly being spoken about at 12-18%. This is
convincing that a practical rate structure is accepted to shield the victory of GST. An
added aspect come across and accepted by most of the GST nations lies in the
character that GST will be inflationary specifically if the efficient tax rate is higher than
what prospered earlier. For instance Singapore had seen a pin in price rises in 1994
when they announced the GST. Later, this is clear for administrators to keep labels on
how prices move after responsibility of the tax. Malaysia to an amount is
accomplished to ease the peril as cost manage in relation of the GST was organized
by the “Ministry of Domestic Trade and Consumer Affairs.”
The Significant Changes made under Indian Constitution by GST are:
Article 246 (A)
Article 269A
Article 279A

Alterations have been made in the Union & State List in the “7th Schedule”
and some additional amendments in existing articles.

New Article 246 (A): Both Union and States have concurrent authority to
construct law for goods & services. Hence “intra-state trade now come under the
control of both centre and state whereas inter-state trade and commerce is fully under
central government control.” This article says that:
(1) Nevertheless whatever contained in “Articles 246 and 254” Parliament and subject
to clause (2) the Assembly of every State has control to construct laws for goods and
services tax imposed by the Centre government  or by State government.
(2) Parliament has elite control to construct laws for goods and services tax where the
delivery of goods or of services or both takes place in the course of inter-State trade
or commerce.

New Article 269A: “This article signifies in case of the inter-state trade the tax
will be imposed and collected by the Government of India and united between the
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Union and States as per sanction of the GST Council. This article also makes clear
that the incomes such collected will not be credited to the consolidated fund of India or
state but respective share shall be assigned to that state or centre.”

Article 269A- (1) “GST on materials in the course of inter-State trade or
commerce shall be levied and collected by the Government of India and such tax shall
be allocated between the Union and the States in the method as may be provided by
Parliament by law on the orientations of the Goods and Services Tax Council.
Clarification for the purposes of this clause supply of goods or of services or both in
the course of import into the territory of India shall be deemed to be supply of goods
or of services or both in the course of inter-State trade or commerce.”

(2) “The amount apportioned to a State under clause (1) shall not form part of
the Consolidated Fund of India.”

(3) “Where an amount collected as tax levied under clause (1) has been used
for payment of the tax levied by a State under article 246A such amount shall not form
part of the Consolidated Fund of India.”

(4) “Where an amount collected as tax levied by a State under article 246A
has been used for payment of the tax levied under clause (1) such amount shall not
form part of the Consolidated Fund of the State.”

(5) “Parliament may by law frame the principles for defining the place of
supply, and when a supply of goods or of services or both takes place in the course of
inter-State trade or commerce.”

New Article 279 A: “This Article provides for constitution of a GST council by
president within sixty days from this act coming into force. The GST council will
constitute the following members: Union Finance Minister as chairman of the council
Union Minister of State in charge of Revenue or Finance One nominated member
from each state who is in charge of finance or taxation.”
Some Important Amendments in Existing Articles
 The residuary power of legislation of Parliament under article 248 is now

subject to Article 246A.
 Article 249 has been changed so that if 2/3rd majority resolution is passed by

Rajya Sabha, the Parliament will have powers to make necessary laws with
respect to GST in national interest.

 Article 250 has been amended so that parliament will have powers to make
laws related to GST during emergency period.

 Article 268 has been amended so that excise duty on medicinal and toilet
preparation will be omitted from the state list and will be subsumed in GST.

 Article 268A has been repealed hence service tax is incorporated in GST.
 Article 269 would empower the parliament to make GST related laws for inter-

state trade or commerce.
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Conclusion
Taxation plays an important role in the growth of economy as it effects the

efficiency and equity. This is likely that a good system should control income supply
and at the same time it will also attempt to generate tax revenue which will support
government expenses on public services and development of infrastructure. GST will
have affirmative effect on Indian economy. The impact will be different on the different
segments. This is the utmost tax reform in this century. Tax has been easy and
escaping is impossible so there is a great rise in tax revenue, tax collection, tax base
and GDP. Through streamlining the existing complex tax system GST is expected to
widen the overall tax base through enlarged transparency and obedience. The
augmented rate on services might generate extra revenues. GST on other side could
reduce the inadequacies in the production process. The new GST system will
encourage the production chains within state. This can be determined from the above
discussion that GST will bring One Nation and One Tax market. Effective construction
of GST will lead to resource and revenue gain for both Centre and States majorly
through widening of tax base and enhancement in tax compliance. This will decrease
the litigation on classification of issues. This is also said that execution of GST in
Indian context will lead to commercial welfares which VAT has not given and hence it
would basically lead to fiscal development. This is sure that India will join the global
principles of taxation, managerial practices and commercial laws that will bring India in
the line of world’s leaders.
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